We are analyzing features of the K ÷ channel subunit proteins that are critical for function and regulation of these proteins. Our studies show biochemically that subunit proteins from the Shaker and Shaw subfamilies fail to assemble into a heteromultimer. The basis for this incompatibility is the sequences contained within the T1 assembly domain. For a subunit protein to heteromultimerize with a Shaker subunit protein, two regions within the T1 domain, A and B, must be of the Shaker subtype. Finally, we show that the incompatibility of a Shaw A region for assembly with a Shaker protein depends upon the composition of a 30 amino acid conserved sequence in the A region.
Introduction
Formation of a functional voltage-gated K ÷ channel requires the assembly of K + channel (~ subunit proteins into a tetramer. Recently, we have shown that an N-terminal domain of the AKvl. la Shaker-type K ÷ channel, which we have called the T1 domain, is required for the assembly of these subunit proteins into a tetramer and formation of functional channels (Shen et al., 1993) . Indeed, the nonmembrane-bound T1 domain is able to self-tetramerize when synthesized as an isolated peptide. An AKvl.la subunit protein lacking the T1 domain (AKvl .laAT1) does not self-assemble into tetramers when tested biochemically, nor does this construct form functional channels when expressed in Xenopus oocytes (Shen et al., 1993) . Other studies have also shown that sequences in the N-terminus of other Shaker-type K ÷ channel subunit proteins have self-adhesive properties (Li eta!., 1992) and play a role in assembly of these (z subunits into functional channels (Babila et al., 1994; Hopkins et al., 1994; Lee et al., 1994) . Thus, the T1 domain plays an important role in organizing and assembling Shaker-type K ÷ channel subunit proteins into functional ion channels.
But how does the T1 domain function, and what role does it play in other K ÷ channel subunit proteins? In addition to the Shaker-type subunit proteins, there are other voltagegated K + channel subunit proteins whose sequences can be grouped into different gene subfamilies. Besides Shaker, these different gene subfamilies include Shab, Shaw, and Shal, among others (Wei et al., 1990; Butler et al., 1989; Salkoff et al., 1992) . Expression studies in Xenopus oocytes suggest that these conserved subfamily organizations may represent functional units, in that subunit proteins within a subfamily appear able to form heteromultimeric ion channels, whereas this does not seem to occur among subunit proteins from different subfamilies (Ruppersberg et al., 1990; Isacoff et al., 1990; McCormack et al., 1990; Covarrubias et al., 1991) . Studies of K ÷ channel subunit proteins in the central nervous system suggest that controlled heteromultimerization of a subunit proteins is an important physiological property encoded in voltage-gated K ÷ channel subunit proteins. The best evidence that heteromultimedzation of subunit proteins is used to form at least some native ion channels was shown by experiments in which antisera specific for a certain Shaker-type K ÷ channel subunit protein coimmunoprecipitated other nonantigenic Shaker-type K ÷ channel subunit proteins (Wang et al., 1993; Sheng et al., 1993; Scott et al., 1994) .
The existence of controlled heteromultimerization during the assembly of voltage-gated K ÷ channels suggests that assembly of subunit proteins is contingent upon a molecular recognition step. This molecular recognition step must be able to discriminate between K + channel subunit proteins that should assemble from those that should not. There are four possibilities for how such a molecular recognition could function: first, T1 domain tetramerization sequences are either partially or completely incompatible between nonassembling subunit proteins; second, a novel domain, separate from the T1 domain, is used for molecular recognition in each channel subfamily; third, non-Shaker (z subunit proteins use a different mechanism besides a T1 domain to assemble into tetramers; or fourth, unwanted subunit assemblies are destroyed or disrupted during protein maturation and processing.
Experimental evidence on mechanisms for ion channel molecular recognition are very limited. One experiment on Shaker and Shab protein incompatibility showed that a chimeric ion channel made with a Shaker N-terminus and a Shab C-terminus was able to heteromultimerize with the Shaker subunit protein (Li et al., 1992) . Among the many possible explanations for this result are that either such chimeras assemble in a less discriminating fashion than wild-type clones or the chimeric N-terminus rescues function rather than assembly, or that an important part of the molecular identity of the channel is contained somewhere in the N-terminus of the subunit protein. It is difficult to determine the true meaning of such functional studies without biochemical experiments that examine directly how K ÷ channel subunit proteins interact with each other at the molecular level and what the limitations for such interactions are.
In the following studies, we test the hypothesis that the molecular identity of Shaker-and Shaw-type subunit proteins is contained within a discrete subsequence of the protein and is responsible for cross-subfamily incompatibility. We construct a series of chimeric subunit proteins between a Shaker and a Shaw subunit protein by systematically replacing regions of the Shaker subunit with homologous regions of the Shaw channel. Using a series of biochemical assays, we directly test for the ability of a native Shaker subunit protein to recognize and assemble with these chimeras to identify those regions or subse-
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Results
In our previous studies, we used a coimmunoprecipitation assay to dissect the primary structures required for the assembly of the AKvl .la channel subunit protein (Shen et al., 1993) . In these experiments, we adapt the coimmunoprecipitation assay to examine the molecular requirements and limitations for heteromultimeric assembly of K ÷ channel subunit proteins. The coimmunoprecipitation assay is based on the selective affinity of an anti-tag antisera for an epitope-tagged protein. Since only the epitopetagged protein is recognized by anti-tag antisera, untagged proteins will only precipitate if they are forming stable heteromultimers with the epitope-tagged protein.
Immunoprecipitated proteins are resolved by SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAG E) to determine whether the epitope-tagged subunit protein heteromultimerizes with the untagged subunit protein.
Subfamily-Specific Assembly of Shaker Subunit Proteins
We first tested the ability of an epitope-tagged Shaker-type K ÷ channel subunit protein truncated after the P domain, CF8-Tagl (Shen et al., 1993) , to selectively assemble with the Shaker wild-type clone AKvl. l a rather than the Shaw wild-type clone AKv3.1a. We chose to use CF8-Tagl for these studies for three reasons. First, its lower molecular weight facilitates separation from A K v l . l a and AKv3.1a on SDS-PAGE gels; second, previous studies have shown that CF8-Tagl assembles well with AKvl. l a (Shen et al., 1993) ; and third, to begin to localize regions required for subfamily-specific assembly by determining whether subfamily-specific assembly can be demonstrated with C-terminal regions deleted. CF8-Tagl was cotranslated with either A K v l . l a or AKv3.1a, and the translation was immunoprecipitated with anti-Tag1 antisera. Figure 1 shows the results of this coimmunoprecipitation experiment. The expected location of the proteins following autoradiography of the SDS-PAGE gels is indicated. Following precipitation with anti-Tag1 antisera, A K v l . l a protein is coimmunoprecipitated with CF8-Tagl (n --6; Figure 1A ), demonstrating that the proteins are able to stably assemble, as expected from our previous studies (Shen et al., 1993) . However, AKv3.1a protein is not coprecipitated with CF8-Tag1 (n = 3; Figure 1B) . A control precipitation containing antisera to both proteins (anti-lB and anti-3B) shows that AKv3.1 a is present in the translation. Thus, the absence of AKv3.1a protein from the anti-Tag1 immunoprecipitation indicates that CF8-Tagl is unable to heteromultimerize with AKv3.1a. Therefore, CF8-Tagl assembles with other subunit proteins in a subfamily-specific manner.
Assembly of Shaker Subunit Protein with Shaker/ Shaw Chimeric Subunit Proteins
The ability of CF8-Tagl to assemble with chimeric subunits constructed between A K v l . l a and AKv3.1a was tested to determine whether the molecular recognition performed by CF8-Tagl occurs at a localized site. We constructed chimeras between AKvl. 1 a and AKv3. l a by first engineering a BssHII site at the junction between the T1 domain and the first transmembrane domain, $1, in both clones. The sequences were then shuffled at this site to Figure 2C . Precipitation with the combined anti-lB anti-3B antisera shows both proteins present in the translation mix. Neither protein is precipitated without added antibodies. Taken together, these results demonstrate that CF8-Tagl heteromultimerizes with subunit proteins containing Shaker N-terminal sequences, not Shaw N-terminal sequences. Furthermore, no discrimination is made based on the composition of the construct on the 3' end of the BssHII site.
form the chimeric subunit proteins. We then tested the ability of CF8-Tagl to assemble with the four possible constructs: 1.1/1.1, the reconstructed A K v l . l a ; 3.1/3.1, the reconstructed AKv3.1 a; 1.1/3.1;the chimera with a Shaker N-terminal sequence and a Shaw C-terminal sequence; and 3.1/1.1, the chimera with a Shaw N-term inal sequence and a Shaker C-terminal sequence. Figure 2 shows the results of coimmunoprecipitation experiments performed between CF8-Tagl and the four constructs. Cotranslation of CF8-Tagl and 1.1/1.1 results in the coimmunoprecipitation of both proteins by antiTag1 antiserum (n --5; Figure 2A ), indicating that 1.1/1.1 heteromultimerizes with CF8-Tagl just like the wild-type A K v l . l a subunit protein. Cotranslation of CF8-Tagl with 3.1/3.1 does not result in the coimmunoprecipitation of 3.1/3.1 with anti-Tag1 (n = 4; Figure 2B ). Thus, CF8-Tagl does not assemble with 3.1/3.1, consistent with our previous results using wild type AKv3.1a (see Figure 1B ). Cotranslation of CF8-Tagl with the chimeric subunit 1.1/3.1 results in the coimmunoprecipitation of both proteins (n = 7; Figure 2C ). In contrast, cotranslation of CF8-Tagl with the chimeric subunit 3.1/t.1 does not result in the coimmunoprecipitation of 3.1/1.1 (n = 3; Figure 2D ). Taken together, these results suggest that Shaker-type sequences N-terminal to the first transmembrane domain, $1, are necessary and sufficient for CF8-Tagl to recognize and assemble with another K + channel subunit protein.
T1 Domain as the Site for Subfamily-Specific Assembly
We next tested whether the N-terminal molecular recognition sequences that are required for Shaker channel heteromultimerization are contained within the T1 domain or require additional N-terminal sequences. A reduced Shaker N-terminus was constructed by deleting the first 57 amino acids of the N-terminus up to the T1 assembly domain. This construct, AKvl. 1 aA(1-57)-T7tag, was made with a different epitope tag, T7, recognized by the monoclonal antibody anti-T7 that is specific for the T7 tag. We then cotranslated CF8-Tagl with AKvl. 1aA(1-57)-T7tag and tested for assembly by coimmunoprecipitation with anti-T7 antibody. Figure 3A shows that CF8-Tagl and AKvl. 1 a•(1-57)-T7tag coprecipitate as expected for normal Shaker channel assembly. Therefore, the sequences responsible for Shaker-type molecular recognition are contained in the T1 domain.
Our previous studies have shown that the A K v l . l a N-terminal peptide, CF2-Tagl protein, by itself is capable of self-tetramerization (Shen et al., 1993) . Therefore, we next examined the molecular recognition and assembly properties of soluble N-terminal peptides to determine whether the Shaker T1 domain assembles with other N-terminal peptides in a subfamily-specific manner. An epitopetagged AKvl. I a T1 domain-only protein, 1T1-T7tag, was synthesized by truncation of AKv1.1 aA(1-57)-T7tag prior to the $1 transmembrane domain. In Figure 3B , 1T1-T7tag Immunoprecipitation with combined anti-3B and anti-lB antisera shows that both proteins are present in similar amounts in the translation mix. Neither protein is precipitated without added antibody. These results demonstrate that assembly of the Shaker T1 domain protein, in the absence of the remainder of the Shaker protein, occurs in a subfamily-specific manner, and thus the T1 domain by itself contains subfamily-specific recognition and assembly properties.
is cotranslated with the soluble AKvl. 1 a N-terminal protein CF2-Tagl and assembly-tested by coimmunoprecipitation analysis. Consistent with the results in Figure 3A , the proteins coprecipitate each other (n = 6), showing that they are stably assembled. To determine whether the assembly of 1T1-T7tag is subfamily specific, we cotranslated 1T1-T7tag with the homologous N-terminal sequence from AKv3. la, 3T1, and tested for assembly by a coimmunoprecipitation assay. Figure 3C shows that anti-T7 antiserum immunoprecipitates 1T1-T7tag away from 3T1 (n --3); therefore, 1T1-T7tag does not stably assemble with 3T1. Thus, the T1 domain protein assembles with other soluble N-terminal proteins in a subfamily-specific manner, even in the absence of the remainder of the subunit protein.
Analysis of T1 Domain Sequence Conservation
These results point toward the T1 domain as playing an important role in the molecular recognition of K ÷ channel subunit proteins, which is responsible for subfamilyspecific assembly. To better understand the molecular basis for this assembly property, we compared the sequences homologous to the A K v l . l a T1 domain in cloned K ÷ channel subunit proteins of the Shaker, Shab, Shaw, and Shal subfamilies. Based on our analysis of all such alignments, the T1 domain contains three distinct conserved subdomains, A, B, and C, interspersed with two nonconserved variable domains, V1 and V2. The conserved subdomains are characterized by a high degree of amino acid conservation and sequence length, whereas the variable regions have little amino acid conservation and dramatic length variability: Vl varies from 5 to 55 amino acids; V2 varies from 7 to 56 amino acids. The percent sequence identity for the conserved subdomains, compared with the AKvl. l a T1 domain, is given for a variety of K ÷ channel subunit proteins in Table 1 . As expected, the similarity is greatest for subunit protein in the Shaker subfamily. Figure 4 illustrates the alignment of A K v l . l a and AKv3.1a within the T1 domain.
The subfamily-specific recognition properties of the T1 domain could be encoded in one of the following manners: first, by sequence variations throughout the T1 domain; second, as subfamily-specific variations within one or more of the conserved subdomains; or third, as a property of the variable domains. Two lines of evidence argue against the variable domains playing an important role in this assembly property. First, conservation of sequences is low in the variable region even within a subfamily; and second, variable domain sequence lengths differ within a single subfamily. However, without detailed three-dimen- sional structural information about these proteins, it is impossible to predict what the molecular mechanism for subfamily-specific assembly of the T1 domain is. We therefore pursued a general strategy for identifying sequences that are important '~or subfamily-specific assembly by testing whether the wild-type Shaker N-terminal domain recognizes and assembles with chimeric Shaker T1 domains constructed by substituting a single Shaw subdomain for the homologous Shaker subdomain. We engineered restriction enzyme sites into Shaker and Shaw N-terminal sequences in the variable regions between A, B, and C (Sphl between A and B and EcoR1 between B and C; Figure 4) . A BssHII site at the 3' end of the T1 domain allows cloning of full-length chimeric channels. The wild-type AKvl .la and AKv3.1 a T1 domains with restrictions sites are named 1ABC and 3A8C, respectively.
Control Experiments with 1ABC and 3ABC
Engineering of restriction sites into the variable regions introduced some amino acid sequence changes, although care was taken to minimize this problem. To verify that these sequence changes were not detrimental, we tested 1ABC and 3ABC to ensure that they behaved like the wildtype T1 domains. We first examined the migration of 1ABC and 3ABC in sucrose density gradients. In sucrose gradient analysis, larger proteins, such as tetrameric complexes, sediment faster than smaller monomeric proteins and thus migrate further through a sucrose gradient than monomers. Thus, the ability of the T1 domain proteins to assemble can be determined by measuring the appearance of 1ABC and 3ABC protein into the tetrameric fractions (Shen et al., 1993) . Figure 5A shows the migration profiles of CF2-Tagl, 1ABC, and 3ABC in 5%-20°/o sucrose density gradients. Arrows indicate the positions of the monomeric and tetrameric fractions. The monomeric fraction contains proteins that have either remained monomeric or dissociated over the time course of the experiment. The tetrameric fraction contains proteins that have remained assembled during the centrifugation. All three migration profiles show peaks in both the monomeric and tetrameric fractions and look essentially similar. Since CF2-Tagl contains the wild-type Shaker T1 domain, we conclude that 1ABC and 3ABC can assemble normally.
We next tested the 1ABC and 3ABC T1 domains for their ability to heteromultimerize with the wild-type Shaker T1 domain. 1ABC was cotranslated with wild-type 1T1-T7tag, and assembly was tested by coprecipitation analysis using anti-T7 antiserum. Figure 5B shows that immunoprecipitation of 1T1-T7tag with anti-T7 results in the coprecipitation of 1ABC (n = 3). Since 1ABC is not recognized by anti-T7, it must be stably assembled with 1T1-T7tag. 3ABC was cotranslated with 1T1-T7tag and assembly-tested again by T7 antibody coimmunoprecipitation ( Figure 5C ). Immunoprecitation with anti-T7tag precipitates 1T1-T7tag away from 3A8C (n = 3), showing In vitro translated protein were run over night on 5%-20% linear sucrose gradients. The gradients were fractionated, and the fractions were run on SDS-PAGE gels to determine the migration of subunit proteins. The locations of fractions containing monomeric and tetrameric subunit proteins are indicated (Shen et al., 1993) . CF2-Tagl protein migrates to both monomeric and tetrameric fractions, indicating that a proportion of the proteins remain assembled as tetramers during the course of the experiment, as expected from earlier studies (Shen et al., 1993) . 1ABC and 3ABC show identical migration patterns, indicating that their assembly properties are identical to the wild-type protein CF2-Tagl. Figure 3) . Immunoprecipitation with combined anti-3B and anti-1B antisera shows that both proteins are present in similar amounts in the translation mix. Neither protein is precipitated without added antibody. From these results, we conclude that introduction of restriction sites into the variable regions of Shaker and Shaw T1 domains does not alter their molecular recognition and assembly properties.
that the proteins do not heteromultimerize, as expected for Shaker and Shaw T1 domains.
Assembly of Shaker T1 Domain with Chimeric T1 Domains
We next constructed chimeric T1 domain proteins by substituting a single fragment from 3ABC into 1ABC using the engineered restriction sites and tested for the ability of a protein containing a wild-type AKv1 . l a T1 domain to coprecipitate these chimeras. This experiment was designed to determine what sequences the Shaker T1 domain uses to identify and assemble with other K + channel T1 domains. Three chimeric T1 domains were constructed: 3A1BC, 1A3B1C, and 1AB3C. The prefix indicates which ion channel protein the conserved subdomain originated from; if the following subdomain is from the same protein, no prefix is given. 3A1BC, for example, contains the 3ABC subdomain A from the initiator Met to the Sphl site, and the 1ABC subdomains B and C from the Sphl site to the BssHII site. We cotranslated the wild-type A K v l . l a T1 domain protein CF2-Tagl with each of the chimeric T1 domains and tested for the ability of CF2-Tagl to assemble with the chimera by anti-Tag1 coimmunoprecipitation assays (Figure 6) . When CF2-Tagl is cotranslated with 3A1BC, antiTag1 antisera precipitates CF2-Tagl away from 3AIBC (n = 5; Figure 6A ). Both proteins are present in the translation, as seen by precipitation with the common anti-lB antisera. This result indicates that CF2-Tagl requires the 1A subdomain to recognize and assemble with another T1 domain. Similarly, if CF2-Tagl is cotranslated with 1A3B1C and immunoprecipitated with anti-Tag1 antisera, then CF2-Tagl is precipitated away from the 1A3B1C protein (n = 6; Figure 6B ). Since both proteins are present in the translation by immunoprecipitation with combined anti-1B and anti-3B antisera, this indicates that CF2-Tagl also requires the 1B subdomain to recognize and asemble with another T1 domain. In contrast to these results, if CF2-Tagl is cotranslated with 1AB3C and immunoprecipitated with anti-Tag1 antisera, then 1AB3C is coprecipitated with CF2-Tagl (n = 6; Figure 6C ). Therefore, the 1C subdomain is not involved in the molecular recognition required for subfamily-specific assembly.
Rescue of Shaker Assembly by Substituting Conserved Sequences into 3AIBC
The 1A and 3A constructs contain all N-terminal sequences from the initiatior Met through the conserved A subdomain. We next tested whether the sequences required for subfamily-specific assembly, contained in the 1A construct, are wholly contained in the conserved 1A subdomain. The experiment in Figure 6D tests whether CF2-Tagl can recognize and assemble with a modified 3AIBC protein called 31A1BC. 31A1BC is identical to 3A1BC, except the 30 homologous amino acids of the conserved 1A subdomain (AKv1 .la AA67-96) are substituted for the similar amino acids of the conserved 3A subdomain (AKv3.1a AA11-40). CF2-Tagl was cotransiated with 31A1BC and immunoprecipitated with anti-Tag1 antisera ( Figure 6D ). Unlike 3A1BC, 31A1BC is coimmuno- 
Discussion
In these studies, we have examiqed the molecular mechanisms that restrict K ÷ channel subunit proteins from forming heteromultimeric ion channels with subunit proteins from different subfamilies. Our results have shown, biochemically, that Shaker and Shaw subunit proteins do not assemble into a heteromultimer, thus neatly explaining the biophysical observation that Shaker and Shaw proteins do not function as heteromultimers when coexpressed in Xenopus oocytes (Covarrubias et al., 1991) . Therefore, the subfamily restriction is at the level of assembly rather than function per se. Since we observe subfamily-specific assembly even when subunit proteins are translated in rabbit reticulocyte lysates, the assembly restriction is due to the primary sequence of the protein rather than specific outside regulatory factors.
The inability of Shaker subu nit proteins to recognize and assemble with Shaw subunit proteins could be a distributed property; that is, incompatibilities are distributed throughout the primary sequence or confined to a discrete segment of the primary sequence. We therefore tested the ability of a Shaker subunit protein to recognize and assemble with chimeric subunit proteins constructed by swapping Shaker and Shaw sequences at an introduced BssHII site just 5'to the $1 transmembrane domain. These chimeric constructs behaved like Shaker subunit proteins if they contained Shaker-type N-terminal sequences. Therefore, the subfamily-specific assembly information is encoded solely in the N-terminus. The C-terminus, from $1 to the end of the protein, does not alter the assembly specificity.
Our experiments complement the Li et al. (1992) finding that a chimeric channel subunit with a Shaker N-terminus and a Shab C-terminus functionally heteromultimerizes with a Shaker subunit protein, by showing that assembly specificity of Shaker and Shaw subunit proteins is solely determined by N-terminal sequences. Taken together, these results suggest a general rule that N-terminal assembly incompatibility is the basis for the lack of crosssubfamily functional heteromultimerization. Furthermore, since N-terminal chimeras show assembly specificities identical to the donor clone, rather than intermediate or altered assemblyspecificities, we can conclude the molec-ular identity required for subfamily-specific assembly is solely contained in the N-terminus.
Since the T1 assembly domain is contained in the Shaker N-terminus (Li et al., 1992; Shen et al., 1993) , we tested whether the T1 domain is in fact the source of the subfamily specificity. We first deleted all of the N-terminus, except the T1 domain, and showed that such a protein assembles like a normal Shaker channel. Since our previous studies have shown that the soluble Shaker N-terminal protein CF2-Tagl can assemble in isolation (Shen et al., 1993) , we tested whether the isolated Shaker T1 domain protein, 1T1-T7tag, expressed as a soluble protein, could assemble in a subfamily-specific manner. 1T1-T7tag was found to assemble with a Shaker N-terminal protein, but not a Shaw N-terminal protein. We conclude, therefore, that the subfamily-specific assembly function of K ÷ channel subunit proteins is encoded solely within the T1 assembly domain and functions normally in the absence of the remainder of the protein.
Finally, we asked whether the assembly specificity, encoded in the T1 domain, is a distributed property or confined to specific primary sequences within TI. We first characterized the sequence conservation within the T1 domain. By analyzing the T1 domain sequences from a large number of K + channel subunit proteins, we were able to determine that the T1 domain contains three regions of sequence conservation, which we named A, B, and C, divided by two variable regions. The strong sequence conservation in the T1 domain, even across subfamilies, suggests that all these channels assemble in basically the same manner, but that slight variations in the shape or angles of the interacting surfaces of the T1 domains is responsible for assembly incompatibility across subfamilies.
We therefore tested for the ability of the wild-type Shaker T1 domain to recognize and assemble with a chimeric T1 domains with a single subdomain substitution. Since the variable regions showed no apparent sequence conservation, even within a subfamily, we introduced restriction sites into these regions and constructed chimeric T1 domains by swapping a single Shaw subdomain for a Shaker subdomain. We found that the Shaker T1 domain requires the A and B sequences to be of the Shaker type to assemble with the chimeric protein. In contrast, the subfamily origin of the third subdomain, C, had no affect on the ability of the chimera to assemble with the wild-type Shaker T1 domain. In a further characterization, we found that the required compatibility sequence in the Shaker A region is contained within the conserved 1A subdomain.
In the introduction, we presented four possible mechanisms to explain subfamily-specific assembly of K ÷ channel subunit proteins. Based on our results, we accept the first possibility, that T1 domain incompatibility is responsible, and reject the other three explanations. No other sequence besides the T1 domain is required for subfamilyspecific assembly; the Shaw-type T1 domain, 3ABC, shows similar assembly properties to the Shaker T1 domain in sucrose gradient analysis (see Figure 5A) ; and subfamily-specific assembly is not dependent on further protein maturation and processing, since our studies show complete segregation of subunit proteins even in simple in vitro translation systems. Finally, our studies do not exclude other assembly or tetramerization regions from playing important roles in subunit assembly. In some cases, functional channels can be expressed from subunit proteins with T1 domain deletions (VanDongen et al., 1990; Lee et al., 1994) . In fact, one study supports the idea that trans-subfamily heteromultimerization can be seen in subunit proteins that have deleted N-termini (Lee et al., 1994) . Rather, our work shows that the T1 assembly domain subfamily specificity is dominant in subunit protein assembly. Our full-length chimeric protein studies in Figure 2 clearly show that there are no restrictions to transsubfamily heteromultimerization outside of the T1 assembly domain.
We have shown that specific sequences within the T1 assembly domain control the ability of a K + channel subu nit protein to recognize and assemble with another subunit protein. At least for the A region, the controlling residues are contained within a 30 amino acid conserved region. Therefore, subfamily specificity is probably encoded by subfamily-specific variations within the conserved A and B subdomains, leading to specific structural differences between Shaker and Shaw subunit proteins. We propose that interactions between the A and B subdomains can provide a general molecular mechanism for the subfamilyspecific recognition and assembly of K ÷ channel subunit proteins and explain the cross-subfamily incompatibility of K + channel subunit proteins. Our future experiments will be addressing the precise molecular mechanisms required for subfamily-specific assembly by performing sitedirected mutagenesis on the A and B conserved subdomains.
Experimental Procedures

Full-Length and T1 Domain Chimeras
AKvl.la construct was described previously (Pfaffinger et al., 1991; Shen et al., 1993) . AKv3.1a was cloned into pCITE2A (Novagen) by introduction of an Ncol site at the initiator Met by site-directed mutagenesis, Full-length chimeric constructs were constructed using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) mutagenesis, as described previously (Shen et al., 1993) , to introduce BssHII sites at the locations shown in Figure  4 . All constructs were cloned into pCITE 2A vector (Novagen) by introducing an NcoI site at the initiator Met. CF8-Tagl and CF2-Tagl were constructed and described previously (Shen et al., 1993) . The AKv1.laA(1-57)-T7tag, and 1T1-T7tag clones were constructed by modifying a 1.1/1.1-T7tag construct. The 1.1/1.1-T7tag construct was made by cloning 1.1/1.1 into pCITE1 (Novagen) using an Ncol + Sail digest. By ligating a double-stranded oiigo encoding the T7tag (Novagen) into this pCITE1 construct digested with Mscl and Ncol, we introduced an N-terminal T7tag. Amino acids 1-57 were deleted by digesting Ncol and Sinai, blunt ending, and recircularizing in frame. AKv1.1aA(1-57)-T7tag cRNA template was made by linearizing outside the coding region with Notl, whereas the 1T1-T7tag cRNA template was made by linearizing before $1 using BssHII. The 3T1 cRNA template was made by linearizing 3.1/3.1 before Sl using BssHII.
1ABC, 3ABC, and the chimeric T1 domain clones were constructed by PCR of each separate subdomain, then recioning the subdomains together to form a specific construct. The PCR oligos introduced the appropriate restriction sites, as indicated in Figure 4 , to allow the systematic reassembly of the constructs; the A subdomains begin at the initiator Met and continue to the Sphl restriction site, the B subdomain runs from the Sphl site to the EcoRI site, and the C subdomain runs from the EcoRI site to the BssHII site. An Ncol site was introduced at the initiator Met of the A subdomain to clone into pCITE2A (Novagen).
